
Protocol PSF MX User Meeting on ZOOM 2021-02-08 
Time and Place: 4 pm Monday 8 February 2021 

Participants: Martin Moche, Eleonore von Castelmur, Valentina Furlanetto 

 

§1 INFO: Next PSF MX User Meeting 

16:00 on Monday 8 March 2021 on Zoom 

 

§2 INFO: NEW Bessy and Diamond applications  

Both Bessy and Diamond requires new beamtime applications to be submitted in late February.  I will 

ask each BAG member research group for a brief single A4 page on each research project to be used 

for upcoming applications. I also need to know protein sample identity, expression host and heavy 

atoms in use for safety application reasons. 

Bessy will soon offer remote data collection (https://ki.se/sites/default/files/2021/02/Bessy-remote-

2021.pdf) while Diamond offers unattended data collection (UDC) to its user communities. 

 

$3 INFO: Covid-19 updates from our Light Sources 

• MAXIV - https://www.maxiv.lu.se/covid-19/  

• BESSY - https://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/user/index_en.html  

• DIAMOND - https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Users.html  

 

$4 INFO: First impression of UDC at Diamond Light Source 

Late January 2021, Martin, Anatoly and Tim send five pucks to Diamond Light Source for unattended 

data collection option ligand and native.  We get good data in return so UDC is working but 

resolution in iSpyB today means “we put detector edge at this resolution” and not “we collect if data 

equal to or better than this resolution” so some crystals diffracted to 1.8 Å but the edge was at 2.5 Å! 

Diamond will make beamline behave as “we collect if data equal to or better than this resolution” and 

look for volunteers to test this new “screen and collect” feature as: 

%%%%%%%%%% email from Neil Patterson – start %%%%%%% 

Hi all,  
The screen and collect mode we are testing now runs as a step before the recipe choice (ligand, 
native, phasing and stepped). You setup the samples as normal, but in the resolution field you put 
the minimum resolution it is worth collecting. This will obviously vary depending on what you have 
previously collected or the project requirements. When the samples are collected, we will first collect 
a 15deg screening wedge and estimate the diffraction resolution from that. If the estimated 
resolution of your crystal is better than the minimum, then we will collect your chosen recipe with 
the resolution settings estimated from the screening. If it does not meet the minimum resolution, or 
indexing fails, then we will move on to the next sample.  
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If you want to test this method (and it is still in testing mode while we refine the screening and 
resolution estimation settings), then you need to do the following: 
 

• Create a UDC shipment as usual 

• In the “required resolution” field, put the minimum desired resolution 

• Email me directly to let me know which shipment is intended for S&C testing - don’t go via 
mx-usersupport. 

Cheers, 
Neil 
 
%%%%%%%%%% email from Neil Patterson – end %%%%%%% 
 
Valentina Furlanetto tried unattended data collection at Diamond already in December 2020 and it 

worked flawless for her also. 

 

§5 DECISION: Shared dewar shipping to Diamond Light Source saves money and unipuck racks 

We have a limited number of unipuck racks to share for Dewar shipping at PSF, so we still favor from 

sending crystals together.  Eleonore will ship samples to Diamond. 

 

§6 INFO: PReSTO updates 

LUNARC Aurora is no longer a SNIC resource however will run for another year as a local LU compute 

resource.  The PReSTO project can still use LUNARC Aurora so I will activate PReSTO members 

account at LUNARC. 

For MX computing I currently recommend the MAXIV offline cluster (offline-fe1.maxiv.lu.se) 

accessible with MAXIV DUO credentials using Thinlinc after VPN-login to VPN-white with MAXIV DUO 

credentials.  BioMAX users have their raw data available at under proposal-ID and date in 

/data/visitors/biomax/ and offline cluster is not used so much compared to LUNARC or Tetralith. 

Please request a free startup session to get familiar with HPC environment for MX computing - 

https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/presto/MX-PReSTO%20training/  

 

§7 INFO: PSF in iLab - https://karolinska.corefacilities.org/service_center/show_external/3663  

• Please register research groups, students, postdocs and project numbers in iLab. 

• Visit https://staff.ki.se/the-cfm-project-and-ilab for guidance  

• Ask cfm-support@ki.se for help. 

iLab is obligatory for all KI core facilities and almost all PSF users are now enrolled – great! 
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